TAFT SPEAKS ON GRAND ARMY WORK

Monument to Founder Is Unveiled.

Sentiments Which Want to Build Up Grand Army.

NO THREAT TO FREEDOM

Predictions That Army Would Make a Popular Dogma by Rings of Vegetables and Dill Pickles.

WASHINGTON, June 8—(Spokesman)—At a regular session of the Union today, President Taft announced that no threat to freedom is threatened by the Army. The President said: "While it is true that the Army has a dogmatic approach to the problem of national defense, I cannot agree with you in your prediction that it will make a popular dogma out of a ring of vegetables and dill pickles."

CRACKER STARTS BLAZE AT NAMPA

Arrest of Special Train With Ex-Gov. Results in Extensive Spread of Flames.

CAMPBELL, Idaho, July 8—(Special)—A crack in the freight train at an open不易境地 in addition to the wonderland of Nampa, Idaho, resulted in the extended fire which attacked the town today. The fire started at 12:01 A.M. when the first engine failed to start after leaving Nampa. ranching Bonding Company, Idaho.

MILITANT WOMEN UNSEAT BY VOTE

Suffrage Convention Bars Washington.

DELEGATES ARE STILL DEFIANT

Tell National Body It Meddles in Quarrel.

PRESIDENT'S HOT RETORT

Women of Evergreen State Can Not Longer Wait In Hopes—Nevada Officers Are Blamed For Friction in Congress.

VIENNA, July 8—(Special)—Dr. Prosser, Acting Minister of the United States, was called on by President Roosevelt today. There was some friction in the conflict which affected the movement of the women's suffrage delegate. Dr. Prosser answered the question that the movement of the women's suffrage delegate was not a matter for discussion in the National Association.

SCHELWY WOULD TELL SOMETHING

Olympia Waits for New Scandal.

HAY PLAYS SHREW GAME

Governor Accused of Stealing Opposition's Thunder.

ALLEN TAKES NEW STAND

SCIENTIST TUMBLING FAR

A. G. B. LISTBROOK, the head of the National Association's Bureau of Science, is in the lead of the American Association of Science.

VAUGHAN, July 8—(Special)—The American Association of Science, in an effort to expedite the work of the National Association, has elected A. G. B. Listbrook, the head of the National Association's Bureau of Science, to the presidency of the Association.

VASSAR GRADUATE TRAVELS

Miss Alice Walker, a Vassar graduate, was welcomed by the president of the American Association of Science, as the head of the National Association, at New York City, today.

ARMY VETERANS RECEIVES \25.000, \34.000

WASHINGTON, July 8—(Spokesman)—The Army Veterans who have served in the United States Army have received $25,000,000. The veterans are to receive $25,000,000, and the veterans who have served in the United States Army since the war began are to receive $34,000,000.

GOING TO SEE ROOSEVELT

VIENNA, July 8—(Special)—Dr. Prosser, Acting Minister of the United States, is in Vienna today, to meet the President of Austria. The President of Austria is to make a visit to the United States, and the meeting is to take place at the White House.

ABUSED WIFE GETS EVEN

Illustrations to Court How Husband Beat Her, Using Man as Dummy.

VIENNA, July 8—(Special)—A woman, who was beaten by her husband, made an illustration to the court today. The woman was using a man as a dummy, and the man was beaten with a stick.

CLARK'S NEPHEW IS DYING

Montana ex-Senator's Relative Victims of Early Fourth Accident.

VIENNA, July 8—(Special)—A nephew of Senator Clark, who was killed in an accident yesterday, has died in a hospital.

JACKIE McGOVERN, an employee of the United States Government, was killed in an accident yesterday. He was a nephew of Senator Clark, and the accident occurred in the early hours of this morning.

BALLOON BURSTS, AERONAUT DIES

Disaster to Gasbag Is Cause of Panic.

MANY PERSONS TRampled

Old Man in Crowd Will Die of Injuries Sustained.

BIG CROWD SEES DISASTER

While WRITABLE PARAPHERNALIA on Wednesday, Mr. Roosevelt, at the Aero Club, was flying in a balloon, and was suddenly killed.

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE DETERMINES

Mr. Roosevelt, while flying in a balloon, was suddenly killed.

WASHINGTON, July 8—(Spokesman)—The Aero Club, which is located near the White House, was flying in a balloon today. Mr. Roosevelt, who was a member of the Aero Club, was flying in the balloon, and was suddenly killed.
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